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These attractive members of the parrot family come in a variety of colors. This handbook offers

detailed information on purchasing the right bird, building a bond, caging, nutrition, health care and

much more. Titles in Barron's popular series of  Pet Handbooks present comprehensive information

and helpful advice from breeders, veterinarians, and other pet experts. These photo-illustrated

books instruct on housing, feeding, health care, and where applicable, grooming and training.

Barron's  Pet Handbooks resemble Barron's alternate series, the  Complete Pet Owner's Manuals, 

but the  Handbooks  have a larger page count and contain more detailed information, advice, and

instruction. Color photos throughout.
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I have 2 Cockatiels that were given to me and was clueless to some things. This book had the

answers for everything and anything I needed to know. Would prefer anyone with a cockatiel to read

this book!!

My son read this book when we got him his Cockatiel. He was so excited about learning all the facts

in this book that I did not have to read it myself. He was coming in every few minutes to tell me all

the things he was learning. It is very well written and full of useful information. This is a must have

for a new Cockatiel owner.

Great information for any owner, or would be owner, of a cockatiel. SO HAPPY it was written! It can



be exceedingly difficult finding informtion on exotic pets, especially if you live in a small area.One

note. I wish the publisher would offer the "See Inside" option on  for this book. It always makes

ordering books so much easier and they'd probably see more sales on this item.

I have had cocktails all my life and this book told me much of what I didn't know I needed to know. It

has helped me better bond with my more recent cocktail and understand why he does what he

does, and even potty training! This is a worthy book for anybody who just wants to understand their

cocktail better.

Has pictures to show what they are trying to say. In average person level. Simple and easy to

understand. Very Helpful.

My song got a cockatiel for Xmas and he wanted this book to help learn about the care of a

cockatiel. It is a very informative book and is easy for a 10 year to read and understand.

Everything you need to know for the first time Cockatiel owner. From hatchling to Maturity. Highly

recommend

Great book. I have two cockatiels and this really helped,it is plane and simple how to care for them,
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